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Show location Santa Fe, nMupcoming group show
Up to 40 works on show
May 7-June 4, 2010
Skotia Gallery
150 w. Marcy Street
Santa Fe, nM 87501
(505) 820-7787

Top photographers from China, 
India, Peru, the UK, Japan, France, 
Iran, South Africa, Chile, Poland 

and the United States will converge on 
Santa Fe, New Mexico, in May for the first 
group Photography Invitational show at  
Skotia Gallery. 

Skotia Gallery director Sofia Kanavle has 
handpicked 23 artists for the show—from 
six different continents—from thousands of 
entries based on quality, originality and their 

overall body of work. 
“Santa Fe is quickly becoming known 

around the world not only for its regional art, 
but as one of the contemporary art epicenters of 
the country,” says Kanavale. “The Photography 
Invitational is a celebration of the very best in 
contemporary international art photography, 
and we hope that you will join us in what is 
sure to be one of Santa Fe’s most memorable 
events of the year.”

Tom Chambers’ series of three 

photographs featuring Marwari stallions 
draws on experience from the early years of 
his life growing up on a farm in the Amish 
area of Pennsylvania.

“These three photographs capture the 
elegance and resilience of the once endangered 
Indian horses,” says Chambers. “Through 
dreamlike images of horses at play with 
children, I hope to convey the glory of these 
noble creatures.”

Gary Breckheimer worked in the fashion 

Photography biennial

Gary Breckheimer, My Corner, 20 x 16" Laena Wilder, Ocularium #3, 18 x 12"
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industry for a number of years in New York 
City. His photographs balance the beauty  
of the female form with a manufactured  
urban environment. 

“My intent is to allow viewers to 
contemplate the relationship of man and his 
urban environment,” says Breckheimer. “In 

deciding on location, choice and positioning of 
the model, use of props, along with my use of 
light and lines, each viewer is able to surmise his 
or her own conclusion about the relationship 
between man and his environment. No two 
stories are the same; no two conclusions have 
to coincide. This is why there is an element 

of the unexpected, mixed with an overtone of 
solitude yet erotica.”

Roger Ballen sees his photographs as 
“twitching between animal and human, the 
clean and the unclean, the animate and the 
inanimate, the lived and the imagined, the 
natural and the performed.” His work seeks 

Tom Chambers, Marwari Stallion #1, 28 x 29"
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out imagined spaces that he believes have  
a universal understanding.

“It is difficult to explain this place except 
that I think it exists in some way or another in 
most people’s mind,” says Ballen.”

Julio Brujis is an artist from Peru who 
works with large-scale digital images of 
landscapes and cityscapes that are modified 
from different panoramic views into an open, 
multi-horizon expanse.

“The various transformations in my 
work reflect my interest in the subjects of 
illusion and representation along with how 
these themes affect the way we perceive and 
understand the depiction of landscape as  
a two-dimensional image,” says Brujis. “By 
challenging the way in which we understand 
landscape, I am trying to engage the viewer 
with the image so it gives a combined sense of 
contemplation and displacement.”

In her In-Between series, Julia Fullerton-
Batten seeks to portray the inner tensions 
experienced by teenage girls during their 
transformation from girl to woman, relating 
to her changing appearance and her new role 
in society.

“The girls show no emotion,” says 
Fullerton-Batten. “They are in their own world. 
They are floating in midair. This way, I illustrate 
the upward movement toward maturity, but 
again, the images show it in combination with 
the awkwardness of the age.”

Virginie Pougnaud and Christophe 
Clark have worked together to create  
a series of images based on fairy tales. Their 

Roger Ballen, Appearances, 10 x 10"

Virginie Pougnaud & Christophe Clark, 
Luna, 78.8 x 47.2"

Trista Sordillo, Perito Moreno Glacier, 
digital archival print, 20 x 20"
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photograph, Luna, is their vision of Alice  
in Wonderland.

The two, who live and work in Paris, 
France, create the pieces together. Clark is  
a photographer and Pougnaud is a painter. They 
see their work as being a small theater stage 
where a story is told with a visual approach.

Laena Wilder’s work focuses on how 
people collect and store information and 
experiences.

“Chambers of recall exist within each 
person,” says Wilder. “Like the dark interior of 
a camera, our minds collect and store sensual 
information. As light touches silver-coated 
film, so do moments in time etch themselves 
upon our psyches. Where a camera sees an 
image, our mind captures a memory.”   

Julio Brujis, Chavin, 32 x 43.3"

Julia Fullerton-Batten, Dressing Gown, 25 x 31"


